1998; Discusses the history and philosophy of Wing Chun, a Chinese form of kung fu, and offers principles, techniques, and practical applications for self-defense; 144 pages; Wing Chun Kung Fu Traditional Chinese King Fu for Self-Defense and Health; Ip Chun, Michael Tse; Health & Fitness

While excitedly preparing for an upcoming karate competition, ten-year-old Jonathan and his friends worry about being good enough to win - 54 pages - Mar 1, 2002 - Juvenile Fiction - Alex Simmons, Steve DeMasco - Karate Kids Want to Win!

2002; Clear guidelines on how to develop the techniques and concepts shown in Alan Gibson’s first book THE WING CHUN FORMS; 160 pages; Simple Thinking: Intelligent Thinking Why Wing Chun Works; Alan Gibson; Kung fu

May 6, 2010; The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn ; Mark Twain; Family & Relationships

2009; "An illustrated manual of wing chun movements and applications in the three hand forms, underscoring the philosophy and theory on which they are based"--Provided by publisher; 471 pages; The Wing Chun Compendium, Volume 2; Wayne Belonoha; Sports & Recreation

2009; Discover the world of Wing Chun with this enjoyable, provocative book! Using simple terms and clear, down-to-earth language, the author takes us on an amazing journey into the; 134 pages; Wing Chun Unusual Discoveries Behind the Common Belief; Petar Petrov, IV; Sports & Recreation

1997; This training guide presents combination and paired techniques that will win sparring matches every time! Also included are the following kata: Bassai, Wanshu, Ji’in, Rohai and; 128 pages; Kata and Kumite for Karate; Chris Thompson; Sports & Recreation

1996; Traces the growth of Hong Kong's film industry through the martial arts films of the 1970s and provides information on contemporary stars, directors, and genres; 191 pages; Hong Kong Action Cinema; Bey Logan; Performing Arts

2004; From the traditions, history, and evolution of kung fu to the subtleties of advanced Wing Chun techniques and tactics, Mastering Kung Fu has everything you need to develop your; 222 pages; Mastering Kung Fu Featuring Shaolin Wing Chun; Garrett Gee, Benny Meng, Richard Loewenhagen; Sports & Recreation

2012; Desolation Angels is the wild and soulful story of the legendary road trip that Jack Kerouac took before the publication of On the Road, told through the persona of Jack Duluoz; 374 pages; Desolation Angels; Jack Kerouac; Beat generation

1987; An exact facsimile edition of Bruce Lee's original book, a rare collector's item first published in 1963. This book includes stances, training and techniques against single and; 97 pages; Chinese Gung Fu the philosophical art of self defense; Bruce Lee; Sports & Recreation

1971; ; 419 pages; Modern theory of polymer solutions; Hiromi Yamakawa; Technology & Engineering

2006; The author explains how Wing Chun works, why it is so effective in practice and why its methods differ so radically from other martial arts. This edition contains a complete; 158 pages; Beginning Wing Chun Why Wing Chun Works; Alan Gibson; Kung fu

Jan 13, 1999; A comprehensive introduction to the use of neural networks in signal processing; 367 pages; Applied Neural Networks for Signal Processing; Fa-Long Luo, Rolf Unbehauen; Computers
Nov 1, 2001; 172 pages; Chong Woo Kwan Wing Chun; Joseph Cheng; Sports & Recreation

Nov 15, 1997; Presents Bruce Lee's complete philosophy on the martial arts as a way of life, illustrating its principles and core techniques, and offering a treatise on the nature of combat; 400 pages; Bruce Lee Jeet Kune Do Bruce Lee's Commentaries on the Martial Way; Bruce Lee; Sports & Recreation


Nov 15, 2002; How can we benefit from the promise of government while avoiding the threat it poses to individual freedom? In his classic book, Friedman presents his view of the proper role; 208 pages; Capitalism and Freedom Fortieth Anniversary Edition; Milton Friedman, Rose D. Friedman; Business & Economics

Problems of the Far East, Volume 4, George Nathaniel Curz Curzon, Mar, Martin Ewans, 2008, Biography & Autobiography, 400 pages., cs.nurse.issues., Cyber Security., The Way of Simplicity The Cistercian Tradition., The U.S. War with Mexico A Brief History with Documents, Ernesto Chavez, Dec 12, 2007, History, 170 pages., PHILOSOPHY OF LOGIC, Willard Van Orman Quine, Jan 1, 1986, Philosophy, 109 pages, With his customary incisiveness, W. V. Quine presents logic as the product of two factors, truth and grammar— but argues against the doctrine that the logical truths are true., EPUB 2-3, Muhammad Ali A Biography., In this valuable tool for litigators, the authors provide a comprehensive yet easy-to-use guide to the Federal Rules of Evidence and their state counterparts. They explore a.
It is said that Marlborough could never have achieved his great military success without the support and ingenuity of his Chief of Staff, Quartermaster General and Chief of, 248 pages, J. N. P. Watson, Marlborough's Shadow The Life of the First Earl Cadogan, History, 2003., Landscape painting, English, 1949, 24 pages, English Outdoor Paintings., Landlubbers beware! Great Naval Disasters is a collection of 19 incredible stories of ill-fated ships, each including a full recounting of the ship's early history, the events, History, Great Naval Disasters U.S. Naval Accidents in the 20th Century, 1998, 144 pages., As the author makes clear, every book has a history; Guerrilla Warfare is no exception. Together with its sequel Terrorism (and two companion readers) it was part of a wider., Eight Second Ride., Pumpkins A Story for a Field, 1996, Juvenile Fiction, 32 pages, A man harvests and sells a bountiful crop of pumpkins so that he will be able to preserve the field from developers., Philip Drew looks at the most interesting membrane structures built around the world in recent years. The book's introduction covers the architectural and cultural history of., 19 pages, The African Guardian, 1994, World politics.
Schaum's Outline of Theory and Problems of Linear Algebra, Seymour Lipschutz, Marc Lipson, 2001, Mathematics, 424 pages, This third edition of the successful outline in linear algebra which sold more than 400,000 copies in its past two editions has been thoroughly updated to increase its.


God and the Problem of Evil, William L. Rowe, Jul 16, 2001, Philosophy, 336 pages, God and the Problem of Evil brings together influential essays on the question of whether the amount of seemingly pointless malice and suffering in our world counts against the.


A. E. Arif, World Health Organization, Drug dependence a methodology for evaluating treatment and rehabilitation, Psychology.

Cross-border Provision of Air Navigation Services with Specific Reference to Europe Safeguarding Transparent Lines of Responsibility and Liability, Niels Van Antwerpen, 2008, Law, 276 pages, The tremendous flow of air traffic traversing the airspace of the European Union demands extraordinary vigilance on the part of air navigation service providers. Although the.

Celebrate Traditional Ethnic Entertaining in America, Questions of Cinema, Stephen Heath, Jan 1, 1981, Performing Arts, 257 pages, "It is essential reading for anyone concerned with the theoretical discussion of cinema, and ideology in general." Semiotica "... Heath is an antidote to the Cinema 101.
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